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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with fundamental mathematical theory of fuzzy 
probability. “In this fuzzy mathematics, underlying logic is classical, and 
the aim-as in traditional mathematics-is to discover nontrivial results 
which can be stated as provable theorems.“’ As classical measure theory, 
fuzzy algebra, fuzzy o-algebra and fuzzy probability, whose a-additivity is 
characterized by the countable uncoincident fuzzy event and operation 
@[CS], are introduced. The main result of this paper is a extension 
theorem of fuzzy probability from a fuzzy algebra to the fuzzy a-algebra 
generated by it. Finally the relation between fuzzy probability and classical 
probability is expressed by a integral formula, which is offered by Zadeh as 
the definition of fuzzy probability. 
2. FUZZY SETS AND FUZZY EVENTS 
As in classical probability theory, an abstract space D is called the cer- 
tain event, and the fuzzy set in Q is a mapping from Q to [0, I], denoted 
by A, B,.... Here we shall discuss following operations of fuzzy sets: 
AuB:- (AuB)(w)=A(w)v B(o) vwE.0 
A n B f= (A n B)(w) = A(o) A B(w) VWGQ 
‘4” ;= A’(w) = 1 -A(w) VW E sz 
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A@BjE (A@B)(w)= [A(o)+B(w)] A 1 V’OEQ 
A 0 B i= (A 0 B)(o)= [A(o)- B(o)] v 0 VOEQ 
LZOA ;= (tLOA)(co)= [a.A(o)] A 1 V’wE52. 
If for any o E 52 A(o) 6 B(o), then we call A contained in B, and denote it 
by A c B. The limit of a sequence of fuzzy sets is defined: 
A,fA is A,(w)<A,(w)b . ..and lim A,(o)=A(w) VOEQ 
n-a 
A,JA is A,(w)>A,(w)3 . ..and lim A,(w)=A(o) VCOEQ. 
n-m 
The sum of fuzzy sets is defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 1. A fuzzy algebra is a class of fuzzy sets which is closed 
under operations: u, n, c, 0, 0, and a fuzzy monotone class & is a class 
of fuzzy sets which is closed under the two limit operations. A fuzzy O- 
algebra !4? is a fuzzy algebra which is also monotone. 
PROPOSITION 1. If a fuzzy class ~4 is closed under u, c, @ and 0, then 
d is a fuzzy algebra, and for Vcl E [0, 11, we have a E ~2. It is obvious that 
cr=cQ(2~(AuA”)) 
An B= (A”u B’)’ 
A 0 B= ((An B)@A”)“. 
PROPOSITION 2. If a fuzzy algebra .EI has one of following properties, 
then d is a fuzzy a-algebra: 
(a) A,tA, A,Ed,n= 1,2 ,... *A Ed; 
(b) A.JA,A.E.~, n= 1,2 ,... =>AE.&‘; 
(c) A,,~&,n=1,2 ,... =u;=,A,,,~.c4; 
(d) A,~d,n=1,2 ,... +n:=, A,,E~; 
(e) A,~&‘,n=1,2 ,... a@;=, A,,E&‘. 
It is sufficient to prove the j?ve properties are equivalent. 
(e) * (a) Suppose A, E CZZ, n = 1,2 ,... and A,, t A. Then 
A=A,O(A? 0 A,)O(A, 0 A,)@ ... 
and the sequence A,, (AZ Q A,), (A, @ A*) ,... are in ~4. Therefore A E .d. 
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(a)=>(b) If A,,E .d, II = 1, 2 . . . . . and A,, 1.4. then ,4:, t .d. n = 1, 2 ,.... and 
A;, 7 A’. So A’ E .d. Then ‘4 E .cl. 
(b)+(d) If A,,E.~, n= I. 2 . . . . . then B,,= A,nA?nA,n .” n.4,,r.r/. 
n = 1, 2 ,..., and B,, J fJ,:~=~ , A,,. Therefore fi,:~~ , A,, E .d. 
(d) 3 (c) If A,, E .d, n = 1, 2 ,..., then A;, E ,o/, II = 1, 2 ,..., and n,;- , A;, E .cd. 
Therefore u,:-, A,, = (n,:= , A;,)’ E .d. 
(c)*(e) If A,,E.~, n= I, 2 ,..., then B,,=(A,@A,@ .‘. @A,,)E.~, 
n = 1, 2 ,..., and 0,: ,A,,=U,:=, B,,E.~. 
DEFINITION 2. The fuzzy monotone class generated by a fuzzy class .r/ 
is the smallest fuzzy monotone class containing xY, denoted by ~(~01). The 
fuzzy o-algebra generated by a fuzzy class .d is the smallest fuzzy o-algebra 
containing ~2, denoted by :8(.c9). 
THEOREM 1. Jf‘ .d is a ,fiuzy algebra, then 
Proqf: Because g(cti) is a monotone and contains d. We have 
~(.c9)~&(,01). Next we shall show that .M(J&‘) is closed under operation 
U by the following steps: 
( 1) A E &, BE .d Z= A u BE c M(&‘). The result of ( 1) is obvious because 
.r9 is a fuzzy algebra. 
(2) A E Jz’(.s!)), BE .d + A v BE <J?‘(&‘). Fix BE& and let 
A’= {M: M~.,tif(.d), Mu BE.&‘(&) ). It is not difficult to prove that 
~Y3.d and .@ is monotone. So .~&‘~M(.&‘). Then A E .k(&) c .&‘; 
therefore A u BE .~&(xZ). 
(3) AE.M(&‘), BE.,~(.~)~AuBE.K(.~~). Fix A~,k’(.d) and let 
.~fi?‘={(M:M~.~(d), AuME.&‘(,~)}. In the same way we can prove 
.&‘~.&(,c9). Therefore we have A u BE M(.ti). It is easy to prove that 
J(J&‘) is closed under operations L’, 0 and 0 by using the same method 
as above. So .M(,al) is a a-algebra. We know JY(&‘) ~,d. Then 
A(d) 3%q.r4). 
THEOREM 2. Let .d be a juzzy algebra and a(.&) he the classical (T- 
algebra generated by .d. Then a fiuzy set A E a(s!) if and only {f’ A is 
o(d)-measurable and 0 < A < 1, and a classical set C E a(.&) lf and onI?, if 
its indicator I,.( = 1 {f o E C; = 0 [f o C C) is in :%(&‘)). 
Proqf: (1) At first we shall prove that % = (C: Z,.E~(&)} is a classical 
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a-algebra and {A: 0 6 A < 1 and A is %-measurable} c B(&). It is obvious 
that %? is closed under classical set operation c and U: 
CE~?cE%?; c, E %Y, n= 1, 2,... * [ C,E%. 
n=l 
Therefore %? is a classical a-algebra. Then from classical measure theory 
(Proposition 11.2.4 [3]) we have 
{A:O<A<l and A is%‘-measurable}c~({Z,.:C~%‘})c~(cQZ). 
(2) Next we shall show a(&) c {C: I, E 6?(d)} = %. For any A E .d and 
NE [0, 11. We have B,=n 0 [(A A (a+ l/n)) @ (A A a)]~&‘, n= 1,2 ,..., 
and BJ&.,. So bUl ~a(&) and [A > a] E%. Then A is ‘%- 
measurable. Then (T( G?) c %‘. 
(3) Now we shall prove 9={A:O<A<l, A is a(d)- 
measurable} c g(d). Let 0 B A < 1 and A is a(d)-measurable. Then A is 
V-measurable. From (1) we have A E a(d). So $8 c ~?I(J&‘). 
(4) Since &Z is a fuzzy a-algebra and .%‘~d, we have .%x$#(A&‘). Then 
g = g(d). This is the first part of Theorem 2 and for any C E % we have 
Z,E~(&) c 58. Then Zc is a(d)-measurable. Therefore CE a(d). Hence 
V c a(&). Comparing with (2) we have %? = a(.&‘). This is the second part 
of Theorem 2. 
Suppose 52 is a abstract space and a is a fuzzy a-algebra in Q. Then 
(Q, B) is called a fuzzy measurable space and every A in g is called a 55 
measurable fuzzy set. Like classical probability every A in g is also called a 
fuzzy event. If A = 0, then we call A an empty set or the impossible event, 
denoted by 4. If A = 1, then we call A the certain event, denoted by Sz. 
3. PROBABILITY OF FUZZY EVENTS 
DEFINITION 3. Let &’ be a fuzzy algebra in Q and rc be a mapping from 
d to [0, 11. If 71 has following properties: 
(a) 71(Q) = 1; 
(b) A,~d,n= 1,2 ,..., C,“=, A,< 1 *x(0:=, A,)=C,“=, 4A,). 
Then 7t is called the probability on .d. 
PROPOSITION 3. Probability 7~ on d has the following properties: 
(1) CLE [O, l] 57c(c1)=c(; 
(2) A,~E<M’, A+B<~=Tc(A@B)=~c(A)+~(B); 
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(3) A, BE.~, AC B*n(A),<n(B), rc(B @ A)=n(.&-z(A); 
(4) a~[0, x), AE.~,~A~~~~~(cIOA)=~~(A); 
(5) A, BE.~‘=>~(AuB)+z(A~B)=TC(A)+~(B); 
(6) An~.d,n=l,2,...; A,,tAE.~~n(A,,)Tn(A); 
(7) A, E .d, n = 1, 24 A,,lA~,~~~71(A,,)ln(A). 
Proqf: At first we prove n(d) = 0. Since 
we obtain that z(d) = 0. 
Next we shall show (2). If A, BE .d and A + B 6 1, then 
=~(A)+TT(B)+Tc(~)+~(#)+ ... =n(A)+x(B). 
Now we shall show (5). Before that we shall point out that if A E ~2, then 
z(f aA)=&z(A). It is obvious that n(A)= n[(i OA)@($ GA)] = 
~(4 OA) + n($o A ) = 2744 0 A). Therefore we have ~(4 0 A ) = +x(A). 
Since iO(A@B) = $a(AuB)+$O(AnB) = ($OA)@(iaB), 
we have 
n(+a (A 0 B)) = TC($~ (A u B)) + TC(+~ (A n B)) 
=n($OA)+n(;OB) 
in(A u B) + in(A n B) = $x(A) + in(B). 
If A, Bed and AcB, then A,B@Ae.d and A+(B@A)=B<I. 
Using (2) we have n(B)==n(A)+ n(B 0 A); therefore n(A)dn(B) and 
n(B 0 A) = z(B) - n(A). Therefore (3) is proved. Next we shall show (6). 
If A, E ~2, n = 1, 2 ,..., and A,, t A E .r4 then A,, A2 0 A,, A, @ A, ,... are in 
d. So we have 
A=A,+(Az 0 A,)+(A, 0 A,)+ ... <I 
~(A)=x(A,)+Tc(A~ 0 Al)+n(A3 0 A,)+ ... 
=“(A,)+ Cn(Az)-4A1)1+ C44)-4A,)l+ ..’ 
= litn n(A,). 
n 4 m 
Hence we have n(A,) t n(A). Suppose A, E d, n = 1,2 ,..., A, 1 A E d. Then 
ALE&‘, n=l,2 ,..., and A; t A’ E .d. We have n( A;) t n(A”). So 
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1 - n(A,) t 1 - n(A). Hence x(,4,,) 1 n(A). Now we shall prove (4). If A E -01, 
then let 
K={k:k~[O,00),kAdland?l(kOA)=k~(A)} 
We shall show that k has the following properties: 
(1) 0, 4, 1 EK, 
(2) k,, k,EK=>;(k, +k,)EK 
k, k, +k, =i”(A)+;n(A)=T n(A) 
(3) k,EK,n=l,2 ,..., k,-+k*kEK. 
Suppose that k, t k. Then we have k, 0 A t k 0 A. Since k, E K we have 
k,A<l and x(k,aA)=k,n(A). Let n-co; we obtain kAQ1 and 
n(k 0 A) = kx(A). Then k E K. If k, 1 K, then using the same method we 
can also prove k E K. From (2) and (3) it is obvious that K is closed. 
Therefore KZ [0, 11. If c1 E [0, co) and CYA d 1, then there exists an integer 
n such that u/n E [0, 1 ] c K. Thus we have 
Finally, it is obvious that for any CI E [0, 11, we have 
n(a) = Z(C( 0 Q) = LXX(Q) = c(. This is the result of (1). 
DEFINITION 4. Let Q be an abstract space, g be a fuzzy a-algebra in Q 
and 7~ be probability on B. Then (Q, B, n) is called a fuzzy probability 
space. 
4. EXTENSION THEOREM 
THEOREM 3. If (9, V, p) is a classical probability space then the fuzzy 
class: 
g= {A:O<A< 1 and A is W-measurable) 
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is a,firzzy a-algebra, and 
?r(A)=jA dP ,fbr any’ A E J 
is probability on ,fuzzJi a-algebru 9. In this case (Q, d, n) is called u ,fUx? 
probability space generated by (Q, %, p). 
Proof It is easy to prove by using the properties of measurable 
functions and its integrals. 
THEOREM 4. If (Q, @, 71) is a fuzzy probability space, then there exists u 
classical probability space (52, %‘, p) such that (62, 69, TC) is generated b? 
(Q, g, P). 
Proof: It is easy to prove that 
55’ = {C: I,. E ti) 
is a-algebra and 
P(C) = n(rc) for any CE% 
is probability. Also using the properties of measurable functions and its 
integrals we can obtain the result of Theorem 4. In fact for any step %‘?- 
measurable function 
A = f W,, k, E [0, CG ), C, E 97, n = 1, 2 ,.... 
“=I 
IfAd then AES? and 
n(A)= 2 k,4Zcn)= f k,p(C,) 
n=l n=l 
= T k,,jI,“dp=j g k,Z,“dp=jAdp. 
n=l n=l 
It is obvious that for any A ~33 A is V-measurable. Then there exists a 
sequence of step V-measurable functions A, t such that A, 2 0, n = 1, 2,..., 
and A,tA. Therefore OdAd 1 and A.EL?#, n= 1, 2 ,.... Then 
x(A) = lim n(A,) = lim 
n-03 
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THEOREM 5. If Q is an abstract space, d is a fuzzy algebra in Q and 7~ is 
probability on d, then there exists unique fuzzy probability space (0, S?(d), 
7~~) and a unique classical probability space (Q, a(&‘), p) such that 
(1) Aw!=m,(A)=~(A)=~AdP; 
(2) AEL!#(J~)G+(A)=~ AdP. 
That is, (Q, 98(d), n,) is the extension of 71, and (Q, g(d), 7~~) is generated 
by (Q> 44, P). 
Proof. At first we shall construct a vector space d from &. Next we 
shall prove that d is a lattice. Then we shall extent rc from d to & and 
obtain a linear functional E on 6, which will have continuity property: 
X, JO =z= E(X,,) JO. Using Daniell’s reasult (Proposition 11.7.1 of [ 31) We 
shall obtain a probability P on a(&‘). Then we shall use P to constract a 
fuzzy probability space (Sz, B(d), n,). In this way we shall complete the 
proof. 
(1) Let 
It is obvious that for any XEJ?, kE (- 03, co) =j kXE 6. Suppose 
Xi, X, E 6. Then there exist CC~E [0, co), A,E d, i= 1,2, 3,4, such that 
X,=a,A,-a,A,, X,=cc,A,-a,A,. Let ~=2(a,+cr,+cr,+a,+a,). 
Then we have 
B,-B,E& and X, +X,=fl(B, - Bz)e&. 
So & is a vector space. Here we shall point out A E &’ for any A EC? and 
O<A<l, there exist alra2E[0, co) and A,, A,Es?, such that 
A=aIA,-a,A,. Then we have 
&&<I, LA&l and aI 
al+a2 
-AA,+- 
al +a2 
a2 A,<l. 
I 2 aI +a2 
So we obtain 
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(2) Let E is a real function defined on A, by E(r , A, - rz A 2 ) = 
a,7c(A,)-a21t(AZ) for any x,, x2E [O, x)), A,, A?E.d. It is necessary to 
show that for any XER, E(X) only depends on A’; it does not depend on 
the choice of a,, z2, A, and AI. Suppose 
X=a,A, -r,A,=a,A,-cc,A,, a,~[O,x), Aie.d,i=I,2,3,4. 
Let j? = 2(cr, + a2 + c(~ +x4) and 
It is clear that A < 1. Then 
A= C(‘()A @ 20A (B * I) (a * J>=(~OA)+(~(~)E.~ 
n(A)=;n(A,)+;n(A,)=$n(A2)++A,). 
Then 
(3) E is linear and continuous: 
(a) X,, X2 E 6 =- E(X, + X2) = E(X,) + E(X,); 
(b) k E (- co, co), XE & * E(kX) = kE(X); 
(c) X,E&, n= 1,2 ,... and X,lO+E(X,)JO. 
(b) is obvious. For (a) we suppose X,=a,A,-a,A,, X2=a3A3-adAd, 
where a,E(O, CO), AiE~, i=l, 2, 3, 4. Let a=2(a,+a,+a,+a,). Then 
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For (c) it is possible to choose a integer k such that (l/k) X, < 1, because 
X, is bound. Then 
1 1 
o<-X,B-X,dl 
k k 
for any n = 1, 2,.... 
So (l/k) X,E d, n = 1, 2 ,..., and (l/k) X, JO. Since Proposition 3 (7) we 
have (l/k) E(X,,) = E(( l/k) X,) = n(( l/k) X,) 1 n(d) = 0. Then E(X,) JO. 
(4) Using the result of Daniel1 (Proposition 11.7.1 [3]) we obtain a 
probability p on a(&) such that 
Obviously o(8) = o(d). Hence (52, a(&‘), p) is a classical probability space, 
and for any A E& we have X(A) = E(A) = j A+. For any A E &J(d), since 
Theorem 2 A is a(d)-measurable, then we define 
?r,(A)=pdP for any A E B( ~2). 
Therefore (Q, B(d), 7c1) is a fuzzy probability space generated by p. 
(5) Finally, we shall show uniqueness of p and 7~~. 
If there exists probability pI and p2 on o(,Ce) such that 
Then we obtain two linear functionals on &. 
E,(X)={XdP, E,(X) = j- XdP for any XC 8. 
Since E, and E, are equal on &‘, we have E, and E2 are equal on 8. Again 
using the result of Daniel1 (Proposition 11.7.1 [3]). We obtain that P, and 
P, are equal on a(&) = a(&‘). If there exists fuzzy probability rc, and xZ on 
B(d) such that A E&’ * X,(A) = rcZ(A). Let 
JV = {A: A E g(d) and n,(A) = n,(A)}. 
Using Proposition 3, (6) and (7) it is easy to show that JZ is monotone. 
Since &Y 1 d we have 4 3 g(d). That is, rci and n, are equal on g(d). 
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